
Lifecycles

Going deeper activities

Activity A

Show the class the ‘Lifecycles’ visual (see final page of this document) (if you have already taught 
the WWT Lifecycles ‘Getting into’ activity then give learners back the visual, to which they would 
have added labels and a mammal’s lifecycle). Explain that lifecycles all have similarities and 
differences. 

Gather examples of similarities/differences e.g. the frog, ladybird and bird all have an egg stage 
in their lifecycle, all the lifecycles show the animal growing, the ladybird and the frog lifecycle 
have stages in which the animal changes its form. Which animal changes the most between their 
young and adult forms? Discuss and describe the changes.

Activity B

Some animals have a simple lifecycle. They are born and then they grow up. Typically, they look 
similar to their parent when they are born, they just get bigger and perhaps change colour. 
However, metamorphosis is the term for the process of changing form, that some animals go 
through during their lifecycle. 

On the ‘Lifecycles’ visual, can you tell which animals have a simple lifecycle and which go 
through metamorphosis? Label them as a class. What other animals go through metamorphosis? 
(some examples include beetles, flies, fleas, butterflies, ants, frogs and toads.)

Curriculum Links
England

     Science: Describe the differences in the life cycles of a mammal, an amphibian, an insect and a bird 

Wales

     Science: The plants and animals found in two contrasting local environments, e.g. identification, 
nutrition, life cycles, place in environment

Northern Ireland

     The world around us: Ways in which change occurs over both short and long periods of time in  
the physical and natural world

AGES

7-11



Activity C

If you have not taught the Lifecycles ‘Getting into’ activity, ask learners to label each stage of each 
lifecycle on their ‘Lifecycles’ visual (they can cut whole lifecycles out and stick them on a larger 
plain piece of paper, if more space for writing is needed). Discuss the differences between each of 
the lifecycles on the visual. Then, jumble the following sentences up and ask learners to sort which 
sentences belong with which lifecycle:

    Life begins as an egg that was laid by an adult female (frog, ladybird, goose)

    They are born underwater, breathing with gills (frog)

    A larva emerges. The larva is the eating and growing stage (ladybird)

    They hatch as a smaller but similar version of their parent (goose)

     It now enters a pupa stage, when it does not feed or move around. During this stage, many 
body changes take place as new organs, muscles, and body parts are developing (ladybird)

    They grow additional body parts (frog)

    The animal grows and is now an adult (frog, ladybird, goose)

Less time? 

Just do Activities A and B

Have a whole afternoon?

Extend Activity B by explaining that metamorphosis can be broken down into complete 
metamorphosis and incomplete metamorphosis. Complete metamorphosis means the lifecycle 
has four very different stages. Incomplete metamorphosis involves three stages in which the animal 
hatches as a smaller version of its adult form, but without wings. 

Draw, or research online, the lifecycle of one animal that goes through complete metamorphosis 
e.g. a butterfly, and one animal that goes through incomplete metamorphosis e.g. a dragonfly, 
cockroach or grasshopper. You might like to suggest that the learners choose animals they 
learned about during their visit to WWT e.g. if they have completed a WWT pond dipping session, 
they may have encountered dragonfly or damselfly nymphs (examples of a stage of incomplete 
metamorphosis).

Go outside

Hide five to ten questions about lifecycles around the school grounds (these could be laminated 
on strips of paper). Give learners the list of answers and challenge them to match the questions 
and answers. When they find the matching question, they must make a note of where they found it 
e.g. in a bush, next to the vegetable patch, on the climbing frame. 

Examples could include: What is the word used to describe the big change that some animals 
go through during their lifecycle? (Metamorphosis), what must a larva do to prepare it for the 
next stage in its lifecycle? (Eat and grow), what is the animal called when it has completed its 
lifecycle? (An adult).
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